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Dealing with PDF brochures, graphics, or images? Need to switch visual PDF content into JPG images?
Unlocking different file formats is essential in today's digital age and the need to do so can crop up when you least expect it. And when that happens, finding the right tool can be time consuming, leaving you with no time to both convert your image to JPG and edit the actual image as needed.
Fortunately, you’ve come to the right place. Not only do we have the JPG conversion tool you’re looking for, but we also have a quick step-by-step guide to help you with the conversion process.
How to Convert PDF to JPG
Converting PDF content into JPG images is a quick and easy way to repurpose your content on the web. All it takes is a few steps with Xodo. Here’s how:
1. Open your PDF in Xodo’s free PDF to JPG tool.
2. Select the level of image quality for your converted image.
3. Click on Convert.






4. Once the conversion is done, download your new JPG file to your device, Xodo Drive, or Google Drive.
How to convert PDF to JPG on Mac
For those of you working on a Mac, the process is pretty much the same. Head over to xodo.com, upload your file to our free PDF to JPG tool, click on Convert, and download your converted results to your device or the cloud. Your converted JPG results will be accessible.
Convert PDF to JPG just the way you need to
Even though you’re converting your PDF content online, it doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice the way you work. Xodo makes it easy for you to work with a customizable workspace and features that let you work seamlessly with your content.
Tailor your PDF to JPG conversion with Xodo’s interface
When you convert to JPG, you can seamlessly convert your PDF content in just the way you need all through the Xodo interface:

	Customize your view: Do you like scanning files in a list? Or do you want to change it up and take a glance at your files as bigger thumbnails? Xodo can accommodate and toggle between both views with the list-grid icon in the upper right-hand corner of the conversion interface.
	Rearrange the order of your conversion: You can easily move the order of your converted file by clicking and dragging the handles of your PDFs to the order you wish.
	Preview and double check your files: Not sure about all the pages in your PDF that are up for conversion? Click on the eye icon to preview and check the PDF that’s in your queue.
	Delete unwanted files: If you change your mind about a PDF, simply click on the garbage icon to delete it from the conversion process.
	Add more files: If you’ve got more PDFs that you need to convert, sign up for a Xodo Pro account and you can instantly batch convert PDF to JPG images by clicking on the Add more files button.

Benefit from higher quality JPG conversions
As mentioned above, you get to choose your conversion quality. Xodo Pro users get to take advantage of higher conversion quality, which means better image results you can work with. Xodo’s image converter to JPG can let you decide which type of quality suits your purposes as needed.
Get PDF to JPG conversion on any device
Xodo is known for its cross-platform compatibility. Once you’ve signed up with an account, you can sign in and convert or edit your documents wherever you go.
Xodo is available on the web, on Windows desktop, and mobile devices with both a free iOS app and Android app. With Xodo Drive added on top of this compatibility, you have full access to all your work just where and when you need it.
Improve your image processing workflows
When you extract images from PDFs using Xodo, you can instantly start editing, reusing, or sharing snapshots on your social networks or blogs. You can even convert HEIC images taken on your iPhone to JPG images.
Xodo bridges the gap between different file formats, unlocking your productivity for both personal and professional PDF tasks. If you’re looking for more PDF tools, Xodo’s got them! With more than 30 PDF tools, Xodo lets you work with them seamlessly from one tool to the next.
So don’t let images in the PDF format discourage you. Try Xodo Pro for 7 days and see where it takes your image editing workflow!
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How to Convert PDF to PNG
Instantly convert PDF to PNG with the help of our latest productivity guide. Discover the seamless process of turning your PDF documents into high-quality PNG images. Here’s how to repurpose and transform PDFs into vibrant PNG images with the help of Xodo online.







How to Convert HEIC to JPG
Discover how you can easily convert the widely-used HEIC format to JPG images with Xodo. Check out our post for an easy-to-follow tutorial and learn more about the HEIC images you use daily. Convert your HEIC to JPG with Xodo today.







How to Use Xodo Online PDF Converter  
A brief guide to convert your PDFs quickly and easily. Xodo has all the tools you need to convert both native and scanned PDFs to editable Microsoft Office formats and even images!  Learn how to unlock your PDF content online, hassle-free!
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